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The Astronomers
I'd like to let Planetarian readers know about a public television series that's supposed to air in
1991.
KCET in Los Angeles is developing liThe Astronomers"
to feature some of today's leading scientists. Dr. Richard
Terrile of JPL, Dr. Tony Tyson of Bell Laboratories in
New Jersey, and Vera Rubin of the Carnegie Institution
in Washington, DC are among the participating astronomers.
According to press releases, the programs are aimed
at a general viewing audience. There is an outreach pr?gram focused on science in general, not astron~my In
particular, with materials for teachers to order, Including a poster that emphasizes the geographical ,and cultural diversity in astronomy research and ~I~overy.
Curriculum guides and a Career Opportunities brochure will address students' vocational options. The television series will be available on the PBS Home Video
label at the same time it's running on 1V (rather unusual). There's even a companion book by the same
name, written by Dr. Donald Goldsmith, published by
St. Martin's Press. The book will offer more in- depth
explanations for some of the topics introduced in the
series.
The series and materials are underwritten by a grant
from the Keck Foundation, so high-technology telescopes will be a big priority on the shows.
Here's a chance for planetarians to help classroom
teachers with something that's actually on 1V! Science
teachers at the junior and senior high school levels may
well be assigning the series as homework viewing, especially if we let them know it's available. We c~n offer
resource lists of articles and books about the senes content, recommend library books for purch~se (if the
school library doesn't have them) or loan (If they do),
and addresses of places to write for slides and other
classroom visuals. Lots of us have an kinds of addresses
tucked away in files for answering questions. Here's a
chance to consolidate them! Send your favorite book
titles, resource addresses or suggestions to me and I'll
be happy to compile them. It could be published here in
the Planetarian, and I'll send one to anyone who contributes something to the list.
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This issue kicks off with an important article on a
familiar subject-the date of the birth of
Wh ther or not a "star" guided· the magi to Jerusalem,
7
Christ and Herod were real people who were born and
died on real dates, and those dates are still uncertain.
Astronomy may have a substantial contribution to
make t6 the subject, as John Pratt demonstrates, and The
Planetarian has become one of the more important journals in this study. It's nice to know that in addition to
~eeping the members informed about what's happenIng under our domes, The Planetarian has status on
other levels as well.
In this issue's second article, John Appledoorn challenges us to take a more realistic look at Galileo. If his
article sparks a debate, "Letters-to-the-Editor" awaits.
East Germany is no more, and a people who were
long told what and how to think are now experiencing
new freedoms. Dr. Herrmann tells us that there has
been good news and bad news. I think we all can see a
bit of ourselves in this-it's a majestic lesson on the role
of authority in a society that doesn't fully know how to
evaluate information. (And which does?)
Phyllis Pitluga raises an interesting point in the next
article: Why don't we do a better job of sharing exhibits
and exhibit ideas? Perhaps someone will come up with
a way to formalize an exchange of ideas, but until then
this publication stands ready.
The fifth article is invited. The International Dark
Sky Association is like the IPS in that it is a small organization with a specific but useful mission, and perhaps
we can assist each other with our mutual goal-the
appreciation of the dark night sky.
The editorial staff continues to evolve. Jon U. Bell
has offered to write a about observing, and his first
"Opening the Dome" appears on page 32.
Susan Reynolds, chair of the committee on portable
planetariums, begins her new column on page 35.
And Chris Centi takes over "Focus on Education"
(see page 36).
These people have volunteered to make the IPS a
better and more useful organization-please welcome
them and lend them your support.
And both Terence Murtagh's "President's LO.lunnn"
and Jerry Mallon's "Secretary's Notes" will change
with
new
Once again we are ..
Section. Please contact me
that column is so
until a
......... " .. ''VA '"
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The Difference is Astronomical.
Travel through time and space in three
dimensions. See the effects of movement on
star positions. Get a viewpoint from anywhere
within a universe of 400 parsecs.
Presenting DIGISTAR;ID the world's first fully
digital planetarium system.
DIGISTAR uses computer graphics technology
to display in real time any image consisting of
lines, points and alphanumerics - including
complex chemical or molecular models, as
shown above. Unlike mechanical systems,
virtually every astronomical structure, space

object, special effect and graphic art can be
projected.
Since virtually all systems are compatible,
users can share special effects and programs
through the DIGISTAR Users Network.
That means your DIGISTAR library can be
expanded for just tape and postage costs.
For more information on the planetarium
system that makes an astronomical difference,
contact: Evans & Sutherland, Jeri Panek,
DIGISTAR Sales Manager, 600 Komas Dr., Salt
Lake City, Utah 84108, Tel: (801) 582-5847
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The principal source for the life of Herod is the
works of Josephus, a Jewish historian who wrote near
the end of the first
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Problems with 4 B.C.

feast.

time
led Barnes to
5

perhaps related to the bestowal of the title "pater
patriae" (father of thy country> by the senate on Feb. 5, 2
RC.tO Josephus records that over 6,000 Pharisees
refused to pledge their good will to Caesar (about a
year or so before Herod died),l1 probably referring to
that oath because the census would have recorded how
many refused. Orosius (a fifth century historian) dearly
links an oath to the registration at the birth of Christ:
"[Augustus] ordered that a census be taken of each
province everywhere and that all men be enrolled. So at
that time, Christ was born and was entered on the
Roman census list as soon as he was born. This is the
earliest and most famous public acknowledgment
which marked Caesar as the first of all men and the
Romans as lords of the world ... that first and greatest
census was taken, since in this one name of Caesar all
the peoples of the great nations took oath, and at the
same time, through the participation in the census, were
made part of one society."l2 He identified the time of
the census usin~ two Roman systems that both agree to
indicate 2 B.C.l This implies a lower limit for Herod's
death of 2 B.C.
Governor in 6-5 B.C. Josephus says that Varus was
governor of Syria at Herod's death and Varus is indeed
indicated as such in 4 B.C. by coins.1 4 The problem,
pointed out by Martin, is that the coins also show Varus
was governor in 6 and 5 B.C., whereas Josephus indicates that Saturninus was governor for the two years
preceding Herod's death.1 5 Martin's solution is that an
inscription found near Varus' villa, which describes a
man who was twice governor of Syria, probably refers
to Varus. If so, his second term could wen have been
about 1 RC., when there is no record of anyone else as
governor. 16 Like Filmer, Martin chose the Jan. 10, 1 B.C.
eclipse which also solves the "impossible month" problem, but it suffers (along with the March 13, 4 B.C.
eclipse) from the following problem.
Evening eclipse. Why was Herod's eclipse the only
eclipse mentioned by Josephus in his lengthy histories?
A partial answer is that it occurred on the night after the
execution of some Jewish patriots, and would probably
have been interpreted as a sign in heaven related to
their death. However, with lunar eclipses visible in Palestine every year or so, it seems strange that others are
not mentioned. If Josephus had access to records of such
observations, surely he would have included at least
some other eclipses which coincided with historical
events. It is unlikely that the execution date was chosen
for dramatic impact because Herod had the offenders
executed very soon after they had been apprehended.
So why did Josephus include Herod's eclipse but no
others?
An obvious answer is that the eclipse was widely
observed and then associated with the executions. If so,
then the eclipse occurred in the early evening. Using this
criterion, the eclipses of March ·13, 4 B.C. and January
10, 1 B.C. are extremely unlikely because they both

Figure 1. The proposed eclivse.
29, 1 B.C. as it would have been

the east at an altitude of 3
began the umbral phase more than six hours after
set and hence would have
been seen
at
few people. The eclipse of
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On the other hand, the ecliDse
fits this criterion very well.
fun moon was
half eclipsed when it could first be seen
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after sunset (See Fig.
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much before that time, even without the mo~unltalns,
due to sky brightness.1 7 At first the eclIPSed
full moon would have been ........ ,"'''' . 1'''10
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reddening of the eclipsed """',...1-• ...,.noticeable. The umbraI
hour after first visibility.
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entire moon is in
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All Historical Evidence

Evidence for 1 B.C. The prolpO~sed
all of the evidence
death was
B.C. It allows Christ to have been born "' ........... . .".
sus begun in Judea in 2
hence to
30
A.D. 29, both in agreement with Luke's account. It
allows an ample three months for all the events
would not fit into one
in 4 B.C. M"'... .c....
the arguments Martin has made cmlce~rruln2
governorship of VMUS, up'risinSl~
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in the east beginning in 1 B.C., and the awarding of an
imperial acclamation in A.D. 1 or 2,18 because all of
those events would fit wen in either A.D. 1 or 1 B.C.
Gaius Caesar. One of the arguments against a 1 B.C.
death date
Herod is that Josephus states that Gaius
Caesar was in Rome after Herod's death, whereas
Roman sources state that Gaius was sent in 1 B.C. to the
east to squelch a revolt of the Parthians and others.19
An A.D. 1 date for Gaius to have been found in
Rome, however, fits better. Gaius became one of the two
consuls of the Roman empire, beginning his term on
January I, A.D. 1. Normally the consuls resided in
Rome, but because of the unsettled conditions, Gaius
was stationed in Syria. According to the Roman historian Dio Cassius, Gaius made peace in early A.D. 1 with
Phrataces, king of Parthia. He says, 'Nevertheless, war
did not break out with the Parthians, either. For Phrataces, hearing that Gaius was in Syria, acting as consul
... forestalled action on their part by coming to terms
with the Romans ... ,,20 The relatively peaceful interlude
that followed would have been a natural time for Gaius
to return to Rome, even if only for a short visit.21 In
A.D. 2, the Armenian war began in which Gaius was
wounded; he died in A.D. 4.
Thus, A.D. 1 presents a more plausible scenario than
1 B.C. for Gaius to have been in Rome· after Herod's
death.
Herod's Successors. If Herod died in A.D. 1, why
did his sons Archelaus, Antipas and Philip reckon their
reigns from 4-3 B.C.? The best answer seems to be Martin's: Herod's sons reckoned their reigns from the beginning of his son Antipater's regency with him about 4
B.C., which began either when Antipater was named
heir to the throne or later at the death of Herod's two
royal sons. One clue that the latter may be the best
choice is that Josephus begins many books at the death
of a king (marking the beginning of the next king's
reign) and he begins Book XVII of Antiquities with the
death of the royal sons. Herod was the only king until
the day he died, but he let Antipater rule with him and
handle many of the public affairs.22 Antipater did not
continue in that regency but went to Rome, and he died
before Herod, but had he survived, he may well have
counted his regnal years from the beginning of his
regency under Herod. After Herod's death, Antipas
replaced the former tetrarch of Peraea· and might have
dated his reign from his death in 2-1 B.C. (shortly after
the oath of allegiance).23 Not to be outdone, Archelaus
could have reasoned that he was really continuing the
reign of his brother Antipater, which began in 4 B.C.
Finally, to maximize their reigns, all three successors
might have all adopted that rationale to justify antedating their reigns.
One argument against this antedating proposal has
been that the successors did not actually reign before
Herod's death, but that is not the point. The question is
whether or not they did, in fact, antedate their reigns.
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but the
alternative may
have been chosen for both because of the approaching Passover. Mourning was prohibited during Passover (Mishnah Moed Katan 3:5), so if there had not
been seven
left before Passover, it would probably have
postponed until
lest the
period be shorter than that for
hated.
9. Martin,
The
of Christ Recalculated
dena, CA: FBR Publications, 1980), summarized in
Christmas Star (Los Angeles: GrifMosley, John,
fith Observatory, 1987), and 'When Was That
mas Star?", The Griffith Observer, Dec. 1980, pp 2-9.
See also The Planetarian 9.2, 6-9; 10.1, 14-16; 10.3, 2023; 11.4, 4-6, and Ch ro nos , /(airos, Christos (Winona
Lake: Eisenbrauns, 1989).
10. Res Gestae 35; Ovid, Fasti 2.129.
11. Ant. XVIIji.4.
12. Orosius, Adv. Page VI.22.7, VII.2.16; trans. by Deferrari, R.J. The Fathers of the Church (Washington, D.C.:
Catholic U. Press, 1964), vol. 50, p. 281, 287.
13. A.V.C. 752:::: Augustus' 42nd year:::: 2 B.C. (Adv. Pag.
VI.22.1, VI.22.5, VII.2.14).
14. Schurer, Emil, The History of the Jewish People in the
Age of Jesus Christ (Edinburgh: T. & T. Oark, 1973),
vol. 1, p. 257.
15. Ant. XVIIJi.1, XVII.v.2.
16. Martin, p. 65-71. Gaius Caesar is sometimes mistakenly listed as governor at this time, but he was heir
to the throne of Augustus and had authority to rule

25.

B.C.
30.

HOE~hner

31.

t"in~ega:n,

33. Hughes,
Simon & Schuster,
34. The Julian calendar
on a
but thereafter leap years were 1n~prt~'I1
years, instead of every
inclluding
B.C. Then the error was il"l'\l'T'iPr-tArt
years in 5 B.C., 1
and A.D. 4
nali£l 1,14,14). Beginning with A.D. 5 the
dar remained unchanged until the Gr~eg(].rian rE~tolrm.

35. See Mosley (1987), pp. 43-54.
36. Calculations for conjunctions and eclipses were
done with Lodestar Plus (Zephyr Services) and verified with Z-2-Astronomy (Z2 Computer Solutions).
37. Mosley (1980), p. 8.
38. Sinnott, Roger, "Thoughts on the Star of Bethlehem,"
Sky and Telescope (Dec 1968), 36, 384. He "discovered"
this conjunction.
39. Martin, p. 16.
40. Finegan, pp. 253-4; Wisdom of Solomon 7:2.
41. This conjunction occurred about ten months after a
similar conjunction on August 12, 3 B.C., suggesting
that the first occurred at conception and the second
after his birth, but this tempting coincidence does
not fit the historical data as well.
42. De div. quaest. 1.56, quoted in Lawler, T.C., trans., St.
Augustine: Sermons for Christmas and Epiphany (New
York: Newman Press, 1952), p. 8.
43. Quaest. in Heptad., ii.90., noted in Duchesne, L., Christian Worship (London, 1910), p. 264.
44. 13 days counted inclusively. See Finegan, p. 250.
45. Sozomen, Hist. Eccel. vii 18,14. See Duchesne, p. 264.
Correction in brackets added by J.P.P.
a
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IPS Conference
Proceedings
Mariana Back and Lasse Broman would like
participants in the tenth IPS Conference in
BorUinge to know that the Proceedings are still
in process and will be mailed in 1991. Following
the conference there was much to do to catch
up on work that had been set aside during the
conference, and many contributions arrived
very late. They ask for your patience and understanding as they assemble the papers and prepare them for publication, and hope that you
will enjoy reading them as much in the spring
as you would have this Christmas. They extend
their all their best holiday wishes.
It is my understanding that the Proceedings
will be mailed to registered participants. I will
notify readers of their availability to the general
IPS membership when that has been decided.
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The Myth of Galileo
John Appeldoorn
Savannah Science Museum
4405 Paulsen Street
Savannah, Georgia 31405
dulum, and he clarified misconceptions on the SUI'lec:t
One of the little fictions that planetarium lecturers
of buoyancy. More than anyone individual,
like to tell is that of Galileo confronting the Inquisition.
Accused of holding the heretical belief that the Earth
may be considered the founder of the modern
method".
moves around the sun, Galileo stands defiantly-the
Aristotle had a different approach to science.
enlightened man of science-facing the entrenched
attempted to describe all of nature not only in form
dogma of the Church. It is a story told so often that we
have come to believe it ouralso in purpose.
thing had to be placed on
selves.
One tlie Cittfe
tfiat pran- its
proper level within
Unfortunately, history
natural
order of
does not support such a
etarium fecturers {i~ to te{{ is tfiat
Thus,
his
picture. Galileo may not
of qa{i{eo confronting the Inquisimethod was not so much
have been guilty of heresy,
measurement as it was
but he was guilty of several
tion . ... tlie enfightened man of sci- classification.
His universe
other things: (1) some of his
"facts"
were
scientific
ence facing the entrenched dogma was an elaborate structure
tying together all of nature.
wrong; (2) he claimed to
of tlie Church ... ilnfortunatefy,
A flaw in any part of the
have proof when no proof
existed; (3) he was unastructure would weaken
history does not support such a the
whole. Although his
ware of Kepler's exposition
picture.
descriptions of plants and
of
planetary
motion,
animals was astonishingly
though Kepler's book was
in his own bookcase; and
accurate, his physics erred
(4) he had made enemies-bitter enemies-quite needbadly. For example, he believed that a heavy body
faster than a light one, though a simple experiment
lessly.
using a rock and a pebble would have shown him otherNor was the Roman Church the main villain in the
wise. Nevertheless, Aristotle's teachings were Un(lUeSpiece. Galileo's real enemies were the university profestioned. After eighteen centuries, universities accepted
sors. They, quite understandably, resented Galileo's outthem as if they had been written in stone. Galileo
right rejection of their revered Aristotle, whose concepts
not accept them at all. He became convinced that eXl:Jeflconstituted almost everything they taught. And they
mentation, not introspection, was the key to
fumed at their inability to answer Galileo's arguments
standing.
rationally. For twenty years they debated him and lost.
Eventually, when Galileo embraced Copernicism, they
were able to enmesh the clerics in their battle.
r.But qafi{eo fiad anotlier side to his
In order to understand his trial, we must first
understand Galileo himself. He was born in 1564 at the
nature. !J{e was pugnacious, arguheight of the Italian Renaissance, and he was the total
mentative, ana vain.
Renaissance man, in all that the word implies: brilliant,
witty, articulate, incisive, charming. Not only a scientist
So far, so good. But Galileo had another side to
and mathematician, he was an accomplished musician
nature. He was pugnacious, argumentative, and vain.
on both lute and organ. His skills in communication
He refused to believe that any of his contemporaries
were particularly outstanding: he could write clearly in
could be as enlightened as he. Thus, he always showed
Latin (he had committed all of Vergil to memory), and
bitter disdain for Tycho Brahe, though Tycho was by far
he could write even more clearly in Italian. Some say he
wrote the best Italian prose of his time.
Galileo was a constant experimenter and a keen
John Appeldoom, guest lecturer at the Savannah
observer of nature. He was convinced that nature's laws
Science Museum, has had one career as a research
could be reduced to mathematical equations. Early in
chemist with Exxon. He finds that in retirement he
his career he set forth the concept of center of gravity,
has the opportunity to devote to astronomy the
and he invented the hydrostatic balance, an instrument
time that it deserves.
for determining density. He deduced the law of the pen-
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astronomer:
nleasureInents of the
were
and he was able to
motions of the
determine the
of the moon even without telesu~:ge5,ted

was not much better.
the
that the

converted to LOpeJnIC:llS'
sun-centered
Galileo
not
was ahead of him. He wrote back
and had been so for sevshows no evidence for
COIltumeo to teach the Aristotelian

and he soon was
to make
he trained this on the hoP:;nrg:'n~
formed. Aristotle was
heavens were immutaAristotle had
bodies were
not comble and that the
and water as were
subof
while
stances. The earth was the center of
cirthe sun, moon, planets and stars orbited it in
cles.
did not
wen with experiThis
mental measurements, so in
Ptolemy embellished it with a system of epicycles-circles within circles-several dozen being required. Ptolemy's model
became the sta:nOiUO
A generation before
had
expressed the view that "such a cOlmpllieated.
explain
motion
only seven
•.""".47........ 11'\..,· of the hand of the . . . . A,~ .... ..,.
pn)POISInl£ instead that the sun was
..-"';.......... ,.'" were bodies much like
ort,itlfl£ the sun. But
like Aristo believe
could not
JA

closed ranks and turned against Galileo.
In Florence a Dominican, Tommaso Caccini, entered
the controversy. He delivered a sermon starting with a
masterful pun from Acts I, 11: liMen of Galilee (Viri
Galilaei), why stand ye gazing up into heaven?" He
denounced GaIileo's moving earth as heresy. Though
his superior apologized, his attack brought Galileo's
views to the attention of the Inquisition, which began to
make inquiries.
CardinaI Bellarmine looked into the matter. He
stated with some accuracy: "If there is real proof that the
sun is the center of the universe, then we should have to
proceed with great circumspection in explaining passages of Scripture which appear to teach the contrary.
But as for myself, I do not believe that there is such a
proof, since none has been shown me. It is not a proof
that if the sun be put at the center of the universe everything works out the same as if it were the other way
around".
Galileo had no proof. His best evidence was his
observations of Venus: Venus had phases like the moon,
and got larger in his telescope as the crescent got
smaller. Clearly Venus was orbiting the sun, not the
earth. But Tycho had been able to reconcile this with
Ptolemy, by proposing that Venus orbits the sun, and
that the sun orbits the earth, carrying Venus with it.
The Church demanded that Galileo recant. He was
admonished by Cardinal Bellarmine, and admitted that
he had erred. He was granted a friendly audience with
Pope Paul V, not the most open-minded of Popes, who
assured him that the plotting of his enemies was
known, and that he had nothing to fear.
For the next three years, GaIileo continued his
experiments with physics. Then in 1618 three comets
appeared, and he again entered into controversy. Comets were always hard to explain-they arrive unexpectedly, and might appear in any part of the sky, not just
along the path followed by the moon and the planets.
Years earlier, Tycho had proved that comets were farther away than the moon. Yet the paths of these comets
were clearly not circles, and Galileo, like Copernicus
and Aristotle before him, believed that heavenly bodies
could only move in a circular orbit. They could not
move first nearer to the sun and then farther away,
unless there was some force acting on them. Kepler had
suggested some kind of magnetism, but Galileo rejected
this as mysticism.
He decided that comets must be of earthly origin:
that they were vapors that had escaped from the earth
and had mounted up beyond the moon, where they
reflected sunlight back to the earth. This explanation
was unworthy of Galileo: total nonsense; as bad as any
of Aristotle's conjectures.
Another opinion about comets was expressed by
Father Orazio Grassi of the Jesuit College in Rome. He
used Tycho's model of the universe, and held that comets orbit the sun but the sun orbits the Earth. This was
more correct than GaliIeo's hogwash, but it did not
deter Galileo. He wrote a 200-page book, The Assayer,
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that flayed Grassi. It was a masterpiece
dedicated it to the new Pope, Urban
have enjoyed it. But it turned the
against Galileo.
Galileo now decided that he
try at promulgating the Copernican
write a book A Dialogue About the Two
terns in which he would
the
Copernicus and Ptolemy.
characters would
involved: Salviati, the Copernican; :')al~eIClOH
cided; and Simplicio, the Ptolemian. It was no ac(:idE~nt
that the name Simplicio could
minded".
Galileo reasoned that InalS1l1UCn
old friend and sympathetic to SC1E~noe, perh,aps
be persuaded to lift the ban on LOpeITIl(:lsnn..
granted GaIileo six audiences-more
ambassadors of most states.
di~;cu:ssed
and cons of Copernicus. GaIileo pn~se:nted
ments, as he had done to his stuctents
many times before.
But Urban was no n~rh""':l'M<Y ............ .lA,~ ....., !':W:~Vf·l1
clever explanations and
tent mathematician in his own
sciences. He remained 11nron'll',.·.."nroc.rI
ments.
Galileo then
The tides
sea could only
explained if
earth both rotated
its axis and revolved around the sun. The recLsomrlg
was long and complex, and GaIileo devoted the
final day of his Dialogue to it.
Urban's responded to this
(which he ordered be 1nc,o'll"tcwi
lain that your eXI)laln.atLon
condusive, and
his infinite
cal motion
i:)lLl\..I ..........

!l\&w
i6fe
furious.
Now Galileo committed an
Whether deliberately or
words into the mouth of Simplicio:
pIe-minded! And he had SaIviati
truly angelic doctrine"!

:')unp.llCl~J,

(Please see Galileo on
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in the School,
likely not be
to be
a result serious
problems are arising for the approximately 150 small
the 40 small
school observatories in East
planetariums, which without ex(:ep~tlo'n
the jurisdiction the
time is uncertain.
The new·,... . . . . . . . '...........
now led rII ......f'V'i-I'H
astronomy. As well known,
tied directly to the
LOlnsequE;?ntlly
sible to publish
material.
existence of
such taboos naturally did not lead to the resolution of
existing questions, problems, and contradictions. On the
18

unscientific."
The response to this declaration has been IntlerE~St1:n2:.

For example, one reader wrote that one should no
longer tell the people what to think-that would be Stalinistic. In another letter to a daily paper, among other
comments, is this: "I am of the opinion that every previously suppressed area of human endeavor should be
allowed in the future. A scientist, such as Professor
whom I otherwise
would necessarily find astrology to be unscientific. But why then confuse the issue? Previously, everything was off limits
that was found unsuitable or could not easily be
explained ... In which world do scientists live, if they do
not know that involvement with astrology was
ously impossible owing to political and
sons? Now it is possible, so one does it.
one must
make the most of uncertain times is so simple and not
of this" (Schlesinger)4.
unconditionally an
Or:
is one
of
the world
-n.aT·n~.",c not the worst, since
has somethe individual. It stimulates selfhow to do, in
reflection. That is something
error, I believe.
more on magic,
whereby I mean
means
science. It is the
to
the world. We see the
damage, psychically and physiresult.
cany damaged people. Our thought-models are not
a
fect. They are just models. To an extent there
complementary view to let belief be a passive influence.
To me astrology has value. One should look to the stars
more often. One should more often look inward at oneself" (Steinhoff)".
These passages testify on the one hand that a very
emotionally charged atmosphere prevails to uphold the
point of view of the old ideology, while on the other
hand there is a
wish for astrology. It demonstrates the
situation that vulgar astrology
is acquiring an immense following, while attempts to
counter this are regarded as ideologically suspicious
and reactionary. This situation, which in this form does
not exist in Western countries, is the result of a 40-year
drought of free discussion. For planetariums and public
observatories this is proving to be a previously unheard
of and difficult to resolve task: It is worthwhile in planetarium shows and lectures to enlarge upon objective
knowledge concerning astrology, its history, its role, its
different schools, and its function today. At the same
time, above aU it should be attempted to the highest
degree to avoid the type of indoctrination that existed
in the past. It all depends on getting the listeners or
viewers to be in the position themselves to judge,
instead of being confronted by authoritarian judges.
1. As tro nom ie. Lehrbuch der 10. Klasse. Yolk und Wissen (Astronomy. Textbook for 10th Grade. People and Knowledge), Berlin: Volkseigener Verlag, 1987.
2. Herrmann, D. B" Entdecker des Himmels (Discoverer
of the Heavens), 1990, p. 16.
3. Hamel, J" Astrologie-Tochter der Astronomie?
(Astrology-Daughter of Astronomy?), Leipzig, 1987.
4. Berliner Zeitung, East Berlin, 17/18 March 1990. 0
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Phyllis Burton Pitluga, Senior Astronomer
The Adler Planetarium
1300 South Lake Shore Drive
Chicago Illinois 60605
Recently, the Adler Planetarium has added several
the exhibit are connected by Internet to a 3.5 meter teleunique and popular astronomy exhibits. Perhaps you
scope at Apache Point, New Mexico, as one
would like to save time and money by making use of
remote observing stations. This observatory belon~!s to
our plans and of our faba consortium of five uniricators to duplicate one Perhaps you wouU fife!, to save time ana versities (University
or more of them.
Chicago, Princeton, Unimoney by maf(jng use of our prans and of versi ty of Washington,
1. Space Transporters
Washington State,
our fabricators ...
University of New MexWe replaced our
ico). The astronomers at
worn-out planet scales with an updated look and expethe University of Chicago invited The Adler Planetarrience. A visitor now steps into one of four Space Transium to participate in this way.
porters (Sun, Moon, Mars and Jupiter). Overhead a
(Please see Exhibits on page 22)
voice is saying: "Prepare for transport to ... " The digital
scale displays the visitor's Earth weight. Tiny lights
twinkle on and off and chase lights flicker onto the visitor whose reflection is breaking up on the plexiglas window to create the illusion of being beamed up.
Upon arrival, the reading on the scale changes and
a three dimensional scene of the world appears. The
voice describes what it would look and feel like to be
there and explains that the pull of gravity is a number
of times more or less, so one's weight reads that much
differently. Sound effects add to the experience. Half a
minute later, the visitor is beamed back to Earth.
The design and fabrication cost us $40,000 each,
were funded by a donation, and built by commercial
fabricators in Chicago. A duplication should be cheaper.
2. Local Supercluster
A display showing our Local Supercluster (Virgo)
was modeled from information in the June 1982 issue of
Sky and Telescope. The model is one component in a
space geography exhibit. The model is approximately
one meter in diameter. It has about five-hundred galaxies stamped out of brass in three different shapes and to
scale. These little galaxies are supported by a black geodesic grid that slowly turns. The galaxies are painted
with ultraviolet-reflective white paint. A "you-are-here"
label locates our Milky Way Galaxy. A local model
maker charged us $10,000 which was funded by a corporate donation. We have the design plans.
3. Remote Observing Station
The Adler Planetarium's latest exhibit allows visitors to look over the shoulder of an astronomer at work,
in real time, at a research observatory. The computers in
20

Space 'Transporters at fJ1ie 5ft{{er PCanetarium.
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A major adverse effect of poor outdoor lighting is
urban
glow, which is rapidly removing mankind's
view of
universe. When is the last time you saw a
really dark sky?
It is a special threat to astronomers, both professionals and amateurs. We are faced with the peril that the
only way future generations of astronomers, or the public, win be able to see the dark skies that their ancestors
enjoyed is on the screen of a planetarium or on television. Planetaria are great, but the real dark sky is even
better.
Even though there is a %
great need for nighttime
e
ing, there are adverse
produced by
of the current installations.
addition
to the urban sky glow, glare,
light trespass, clutter, confusion, and urban sky glow all
contribute to an inferior
nighttime environment, lowering visibility rather than
helping us see. We
all these effects "light pollution."
An additional problem caused by poor lighting is
wasted energy, for much of the light produced is
wasted. In the United States alone, over one billion dollars a year is wasted by unused light, the same light that
is the major source of light pollution. We don't drive
around 200 feet up in the air; we need the light on the
ground, not
there.
The International Dark-Sky Association, a taxexempt, nonprofit organization, was formed two years
ago with the goal of building awareness of the need for
dark skies and for quality lighting. It operates for educational and research purposes within the meaning of
Section 501(c)3 of the Internal Revenue Code and has a
set of formal Bylaws established at the time of incorporation and revised in Feb. 1989 and Sept. 1990.
IDA's goal is to be effective in stopping the adverse
environmental impact on dark skies by building awareness of the issue of light pollution and of the solutions
to the problem. A united approach should be supportive of the many local and individual efforts. Much has
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contacts; press releases; marketing the issues; educating
about the value of outdoor lighting control ordinances
(there are now well over 50 such in place in Arizona,
California, and Hawaii alone); developing visible and
effective local Sections as local resources in many communities, states, and countries.
As of
1990, there are over 600 members of
72
members
(including several
and observaamateur
or
and a
number of
These members come
from 43 states
D.C. as wen as 25 other countries.
but
more members
IDA is
are
force in behalf
of dark skies and
There have
two annual
Tucson. The next is scheduled for 13
Tucson. The last one was attended
about a dozen from oUltslCle
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IS OUR
SOLAR SYSTEM
UNIQUE •••

. Fleet Space Theater in San Diego
To Worlds Beyond is an educationally rich, highly entertaining planetarium show that takes
viewers on a thought-provoking exploration of other worlds - to those we know and to those we
can only imagine. This is not just another solar system show.
Call (619) 238-1233, ext. 235 for a brochure
and an audio cassette.
Sponsored by the American Honda Foundation.

THEATER AND SCIENCE CENTER
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Many of you have undoubtedly been
struck with the question "Where is the Hubble Space
eleSC()'De right now?" You may want to go out and
at its technological wondrousness; or perhaps
you wish to make some sort of significant gesture at
Perkin-Elmer's contribution, and be sure you're anllllng
in the right direction.

HSTMAP Version 3.4.0, 15
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From the world's
very first planetarium projection
machine to the
most sophisticated and innovative projectors of
today, JENA has
been and IS the
Hallmark of
Quality in the
Universe!

• Projectors to fit all sizes and applications

• Complete installation

• Spare parts from Seiler Instrument
• JENA factory trained Seiler technicians at Seiler Instrument

Call Pearl Reilly at

1-800-444-7952 for additional information

~EILEabRout JENA projectors and accessory items.

JII\JJ\

170 E. Kirkham Ave. St. Louis, Missouri 63119-1791 (314) 968-2282

INS T RUM E N T

1-800-444-7952

FAX: 314-968-2637

BIRTHPLACE OF
MODERN OPTICS

,
Jim Manning
Taylor Planetarium
Museum of the Rockies
Bozeman, Montana 59715
And here we thought that with Voyager's reconnaissance of Neptune, we had-with the exception of
Pluto-seen a planet "truly for the first time" for the last
time. But spacecraft Magellan is proving us wrong.
After giving some NASA officials heart flutters with its
ditzy behavior on arrival at Venus last summer, Magellan is now giving us a remarkable new view of the
veiled planet-showing impact craters, volcanos, volcanic domes, odd cross-hatched terrain, and who knows
what else by the time of this reading.
If all has gone well, we will also have received a new
view of our solar system's third planet, accomplished in
early December's first-ever flyby of earth by the Jupiterbound Galileo. And with ESA's Ulysses probe on its
way since October, we can look forward to a new polar
view of the sun later this decade.
With all of these new things going on in solar system
exploration, it's good to keep those basic facts and figures handy for the odd inquiry about how big, how far,
how fast, how hot or cold, and so on. And this column's
first item provides some of that for the planets in a very
deverway.
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Planet Wheel

Space Places

At last summer's IPS conference in BorUinge, Govert
Schilling of the Artis Planetarium in Amsterdam, The
Netherlands, showed me a device developed and sold
by his institution that provides planetary data at the
twirl of a wheel. Designed similarly to a planisphere,
this planet wheel consists of two circles of laminated
cardboard that are attached at their centers and tum
freely. The top circle contains little labelled windows for
various bits of planetary data, and is covered with colorful cartoons relating to the data being presented in
each of the windows. The bottom circle holds the facts,
and by turning this circle to put a planet's name in the
appropriate window, all of the other windows instantly
fill with useful information: the planet's distance from
the sun, its period of revolution, its period of rotation,
its diameter, its temperature, its mass in terms of earth
masses, how many moons it has, what you'd weigh on
the planet (with 30, 60, and 90 kilogram choices), its
planetary symbol, and a line sketch.
The planet wheel's cartoon styling is beautifully
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A match mad

SPICE Nutmeg AudioNideo Controller
Perhaps you've acquired the finest loudspeakers, the sharpest video projectors, and
superb signals to feed them.
Add a SPICE Nutmeg and you'll have a show.
SPICE Automation with a Nutmeg replaces
that shoe box full of wireless remotes with
two buttons labeled "Forward Cue" and
"Reverse Cue."
Commands are entered on your PC-compatible
computer. Later you synchronize the cues to
your soundtrack, or (for live shows) sequence
them manually.

One SPICE Nutmeg takes up to 8 modular
control cards, dedicated to audio switching
and level control, video projector brightness
and contrast, video disc playback, and VCR
control.
Now that revolutionary advances are being
made in astronomical visualization, isn't it
nice to have hardware to match.
To learn more, ask for our free Guide to the
Planetarium Video Revolution.

in the Heavens

Special Effects Laser Discs
Perhaps you've invested in a complete video
playback system, including a projector and
disc player.
Add our Special Effects Video Discs and you'll
have a show.
Four discs are available, produced with color
saturation and brightness levels specially set to
planetarium projection specifications. Images
are kept within the video frame, and appear
to float in the planetarium sky.
These four video discs contain 2 hours of
images including spacecraft zooms and moves,

3-D stellar models, Supernova 1987A, a
globular cluster, a spiral galaxy, the big bang,
solar system formation, solar interior, stellar
evolution cycles, 3-D planets, seasons, phases,
tides, eclipses.
Now that hardware is available to control
planetarium video, isn't it nice to have software
to match?
To learn more, ask for our free Guide to the
Planetarium Video Revolution.

Sky-Skan, Inc .
51 Lake Street, Nashua, NH 03060, Tel. (603) 880-8500, FAX (603) 882-6522
500 Chesham House, 150 Regent Street, London WI R 5FA Tel. 071-6290538, FAX 071-7344166
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sitions of his photographs. They really are visual treats,
often using starfields, star trails, and moonlight illumination.
The pictures of "Space Places" are excerpted from
Ressmeyer's book of the same title, available from Collins Publishers, 50 Osgood Place, San Francisco, California 94133 USA (415)788-4111, or from the Academy's
store. The cost is $45. The only oversight I can find in
either is that there are no planetariums included. But
then, we already are space places, and people don't need
a picture if you can let them experience your space
place first hand.
The Academy is considering turning "Space Places"
into a traveling exhibit after January, 1991. If you're
interested in renting it, or would like to have more
information, you can contact Robert Drewes, Public Programs Director, California Academy of Sciences,
Golden Gate Park, San Francisco, California 94118 USA
(415)750-7318. The exhibit requires 1200-1400 square
feet (108-126 square meters) or 110 linear feet (33 linear

meters), and costs $7,000 U.S. for a three-month rental
plus shipping and insurance.
NASA's Back
No, I don't mean back flying-although it is. I mean
that it's back with a new NASA Education Satellite Videoconference Series for the 1990-91 school year. It
nates from Oklahoma State University and can
plucked off of satellite Westar IV, Channel 19.
I
didn't receive information on the series until September,
the first two will already have played as of this reaolng.
But you can still catch the last two: "Seeds Revisited" on
January 29, 1991, which will present data and results
from student and professional experiments with those
12 million tomato seeds from the Long Duration
sure Facility, and "Hubble Space Telescope" on
1991, which will examine "the scientific and teChnllca!
challenges posed by one of the world's most SOJ)hl:Stlcated telescopes."
As last year, useful materials are available to accompany the live videoconferences, but you must register as a participating site to receive them. To do
so, write to: NASA Videoconference Series, Aviation and Space Education, Oklahoma State University, 300 North Cordell, Stillwater, Oklahoma
74078 USA (405)744-7015.
Catalogs

Space Places. © 1988 Roger Ressmeyer - Starlight.
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The new fall catalogs are on the march
here's an assortment.
The 1991 catalog of the Astronomical .......,.,. .'ot""
of the Pacific (ASP) is out, filled with goodies.
Videotapes available include Carl Sagan's
mos" series on seven video cassettes for $189.95
U.S., and-new this year-Timothy Ferris' 'The
Creation of the Universe" which appeared in the
mid-80's on public television, and focuses on
"how the universe came to be and how its violent
beginning led to the worlds we know." Cost is
$19.95 U.S. in VHS format.
Also new from the ASP catalog is' "Powers of
Ten: The Video." This famous short film is shown
in both its 1978 version and an earlier version,
with an introduction by actor Gregory Peck, no
less. It sells in VHS format for $39.95, and after
years of fiddling with it as a 16mm film, it's wonderful to find it at last in video. A must-have!
Also available from ASP are slide sets, video
discs, audio tapes, computer software, gift items,
observing aids, and posters,. all on a variety of
astronomical subjects. And don't forget Hansen
Planetarium's "Wonders of the Universe" calendar for 1991-still the best of the genre with
nificent photos, selling in the ASP catalog
$9.95 U.S. For a copy of the catalog, write to:
Astronomical Society of the Pacific, 390 Ashton
Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94112 USA.
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The new "Astronomy, Space Science and Planetarium Guide" is also out, and includes materials for physics, earth sciences, and geological sciences as well. It's
full of slides, videotapes, computer software, laser discs,
globes, and even planetariums with polyester domes up
to 16 feet (4.8 meters). For a catalog, contact: MMI Corporation, 2950 Wyman Parkway, P.O. Box 19907, Baltimore, MD 21211 USA (301)366":1222.
Wess Plastics' new catalog is crammed as usual with
useful slide production gadgets and supplies, including
a whole new line of hard-edge, glow, animation, and
shadow masks. The company also has a new address, so
if you'd like a copy of the new catalog, contact them at:
70 Commerce Drive, Hauppauge, New York 11788-3936
USA (516)231-6300, fax: (516)231-0608. The catalog preface indicates that Wess products are sold through
authorized distributors around the world; to find the
one nearest you, you're invited to contact them at their
new offices or to send them a fax communication anytime.
If you conduct telescope-making classes at your
institution, or simply like to "grind your own," this next
catalog may be of interest. Newport Glass Works, Ltd.,
2044-D Placentia Avenue, Costa Mesa, California 92627
USA (714)642-9980, fax: (714)642-4832 puts one out that
offers an extensive line of mirror blanks up to 30 inches
(76 cm) in diameter for a variety of telescope designs, as

well as grinding and polishing materials. The . . u ....u.'-"J".
indicates that larger or special sizes or designs can
fabricated to specifications. Prices run the spectrum
from a few dollars to $1,150 U.S. fQr a 20-inch blank;
larger sizes are listed as "price on request."
It's a very thorough catalog, including specifications,
a glossary of terminology, a company profile, material
safety data sheets, and a disclaimer of liability. You can
contact them at the above address for the publication;
ask for the astronomical edition.
The Dream is Available

Last issue, I mentioned that the Cinema-360 film
'The Space Shuttle: An American Adventure" was
obtainable in videotape. Now, so is "The Dream is
Alive."
This is the IMAX film, the one narrated by Walter
Cronkite and featuring breathtaking footage of shuttle
launches, on-orbit activities, and earth vistas below.
You can get copies for sale through a company called
Interpark, 1540 East MacArthur, Cortez, Colorado 81321
USA (303)565-7453. Suggested retail for VHS format is
$29.95. Add this one to your stock as well; it's a winner!
Until next time, Happy Holidays, and of course,
what's new?
0

Kennedy Space Center: The first shuttle flight after a 32-month hiatus following the Challenger disaster.
©1988, Roger Ressmeyer-Starlight.
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Dayle Brown, and good luck with
Productions. Dayle has started a new business and will be
using a Starlab portable to travel around her area, in the
state of Indiana, USA, giving presentations.
• Robert Moheit (897 Wishard Avenue, Simi Valley, California 93065, USA) who has adapted a large
planetarium show for use in his Starlab presentations. It
sounds like he has some other great ideas to spark up
programs in a small dome, and it might be worth a call
or letter because he loves to share.

In closing, I'd like to thank all of you who have
communicated with me in the past and to invite you
again to send some of your programs, designs, and letters for publication to the above address. I will be writing directly to some of my new found friends for contributions of interest to us all.
Here are two designs (great for using with PASS
activities) from the committee's file of affordable technology. Thank you Diann Robinson, St. Boniface Middle
School, Lafayette Indiana 47901, USA.
0
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high~quality Minolta precision multi-element coated glass lenses provide unsurpassed brilliance
and sharpness. Plastic optics or pinholes are never used. Complete unobstructed Pole-to-Pole coverage
of the starry sky is guaranteed.

REALISTIC SKIES Precise,

RELIABILITY

The ultra-accurate gear-interlocked Sun, Moon, and Planet mechanism is constructed with the finest
components for ultimate durability and reliability. Solar system bodies automatically appear in the correct
position as the annual motion is run to a desired date. Critical planetary positions are repeatable at any
time. All projectors are designed to stand up to the heaviest use with minimal attention and maintenance.

UNSURPASSED
SERVICE

Minolta operates a complete U.S. service station in Ramsey, N.J. We offer fast service resulting in
minimal down time for you.

SELECTION

Minolta offers 9 different projectors for dome sizes from 6 to 25 meters. 3,000 to 30,000 stars can
be projected.

TURN-KEY OPERATION
When you purchase a Minolta planetarium you get more than a projector. We can supply a complete package including:
- 70mm movie projection system - Dome screens -Sound systems - Control systems
- laser shows - Special effect projectors - Computer Software
The same innovative state-of-the-art capabilities and resources that has made Minolta a worldwide leader in the photographic, optical, electronic, and information handling fields have been utilized in the design, engineering, and production of its
planetarium equipment.
The true value of a product can be best gauged by the customers who purchase it. Minolta takes great pride in our reputation
for quality, reliability and service. We also take great pride in the fact that some of the most select customers worldwide use
Minolta planetariums.
For further information contact:
Minolta Planetarium Department, 101 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J 07446 Phone (201) 818-3514

PLANETARIUMS
ONLY FROM THE MIND OF MINOLTA
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214526-4800 (work)
214 692-9662 (home)
214 520-6967 (fax)
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FORUM
Lonny Baker
Morrison Planetarium
California Academy of Sciences
Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, California 94118
The IPS conference in BorHinge provided an excellent opportunity for the international community of
planetarians to come together and to exchange ideas
and philosophies. It also provided me with the opportunity to reach a number of people directly in an attempt
to give FORUM the more international response I have
been seeking.
In our planetarium programs we often talk about
the fine accomplishments of such missions as Giotto,
Venera, and Voyager, and enthusiastically describe
anticipated results from future programs such as Galileo, the Hubble Space Telescope and Phobos.
Within the past year, some of these programs have
had serious problems: Phobos shutting down prematurely, HST's poorly figured mirror, the failure of Hipparcos to reach its designated orbit, the Space Shuttle's
fueling problems .0. the list seems endless.
Since the public often turns to us, as authorities, to
explain the problems, I asked a number of colleagues
(15 to be exact) the following question:

"What do you feel should be the planetarian's role in explaining and interpreting the
successes and failures of space programs? "

(By the way, discussing Hipparcos ""...,....... ,... ""<:>
chance to explain why and how
satellite to move around the
The same maybe said for the Hubble
scope. Despite the unpleasant situation
optics, it is the largest, most wonderful
telescope in orbit, and its scientific OUltoUlt. n'''...-..L".,......
the ultraviolet spectrum, is a quantum
omy. Astronomers cannot help but make
planetarians should do the same.
UweLemmer
Bochum Planetarium

Determining the planetarium's
in eX~)lalnn'1lg
and interpreting the successes and failures
program should be based on our mission as eOlucaltional
institutions. Some members of the plClme~tariuln
nity become quite political in
the
space program, while others have remained conservative.
To get a more comprehensive answer to the
tion, I thought it might be interesting to ask
they thought our role should be. I called several 'iI"'\.ClI£',nio
from the public relations and education offices at
Kennedy Space Center and posed the question to them.
The most consistent comments from NASA pel'SOllnel dealt with portraying all space pro~gralms ...... ".... ...,.'h.
This may seem obvious, but if
nature of the news media, the need to ......."',. .... ,.. '"~lw.
tray the space program becomes dear.
Case in point, the Hubble
people, even within NASA,
sents a tragedy to the
in judgement. However, the l'V'\lFh-~"\<Y~l
HST as ''NASA's
Billion ..,..... ~A
off are somewhat eX<:lggerated
Another concern
to
ulation. In
communities where a NASA re~l'res~ntative is not ...... "'r'I ....
approach planetanlum pelrsonnel
'A ......
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I'd like to thank Jim Manning for planting the seed
from which this topic grew Special thanks to the four
people who responded so thoughtfully. Anyone else
wishing to contribute further to the discussion is
encouraged to do so by 10 January 1991.
Lonny Baker
0

*****
No one really likes to explain failures, but they
pen, and we may use those failures to remind our
l~c that space research is still at the technological
ber. Contrary to most people's belief, success cannot be
taken for granted.
The Hipparcos Mission is a good example. Its injection into geostationary orbit failed, but mission specialists re-designed the observing program, and now it
seems that Hipparcos will fulfill its mission quite well.

service.
I agree that
as centers for
cation, should concentrate on a corot>J.ete
representation of the facts when . . . "'~. . .
'~
gram missions. The
not
box or platform from which we editorialize our views
how an agency is run.
If we are to concentrate on Pf€~se:r\t1ru!
U. ..L.. L ...

next
is obvious: where do we
the facts?
Two sources were recommended: ~t1(.l.CelmlC and NASA

with the Hubble
Instanlce, we did not refrain from stann,g
blunder had been
waste of scientific material.
I believe that this ~n't''''1I''n~l''h

can leave a queswealth of infonna:>rxzceltnk is available from
....... """.04'"1 ..... ;1,...

service which
area. It features
rrn,ToP!T'!::a croP! of
and unmanned missions such as
tune to
school or museum has a satellite
COM
13 and
are in business. UnfortuNASA does not
tenn nll'l"\O?'!:an".-rniinnTo
about
t&JIliPVlc;::ii'l,n

cl"h.o.rl'nlo

caU

scientific

with most of the comments made
rel=IreSlenltatlves I
I still feel that
pl,:mE~tal·lmm in its portrayal of the space proinclude something more. Perhaps, in addiret)re~;enltatlon of all the facts, the role
vlametarluIn could include the portrayal of sucfailure in space as part of the human condition.
Michael T. Hutton
Astronaut Memorial Hall
Brevard Community College
Cocoa, Florida, USA
In the Netherlands, as in most European countries,
public opinion about the American space program is
less extreme than in the USA. In case of successes, like
the Voyager project, people are impressed, but of
course, there is no feeling of national pride. In case of
trouble or failure, critical feelings are expressed, but of
course it's not European tax-payer's money that has
been spent.
Dutch people like to think of themselves as educated, intellectual and very capable of making their own
judgement on various matters. As such, institutions like
planetariums are seen as sources of factual information,
and not as authorities explaining how to think about
I"07·1'~ln developments. What we are trying to do is give
people a balanced, unbiased view of spaceflight matters. We do not over-emphasize successes, and we certo deal with
tainly do not understate failures. We

If we choose, we should also

croP!ll'\oPT'::::atoP!

eX(:itE~m~ent

Planetarium
British Association of Pi.." .... " ....... ".... ,,..,.,.'"
new President and IPS
Southeastern Planetarium Association.

J
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.......H\... ..... l,AHt;..:>

of the Season and Best Wishes
the
column will serve as
final one to
new year,
With
..... ~, ........ .....,rr Katherine Becker
I extend
very
and

infonned on
relevant IPS business matters. All affiliates should add the new officers to
conference
would like to extend a sincere note of apl::>re~ialti()ln to
Martin Ratcliffe of the
as .!'V.l~~1I;;:U,H~
Because illness
unable to attend the me~tlng:,
of ....,..,,,. . . "',,,.. .........

selUe~,s

manner for
and as a
efforts. Thank

Infonnation Items:

one and all.

7.

8.

of the

The History/Photo-Archive Committee under the
direction of John Hare is attempting to organize the
materials and hopefully win have this accomplished by the next Council Meeting in
of 1991.
John requests that members help solicit slides and
other materials for the archives.
Discussion of the IPS
for 1991-92 consumed
a great deal of time at
IPS Council ME~tl,ng
Borlange. Motions that were approved that
with this
Individual annual dues for
1991 will
$5. The IPS Directory win
be
in odd numbered
of members publilSh€~
The contents of
and
form is the '"" . . r~""""",......
lntlemlatlorua.l Planetarium Society. LOnCE!rrunQ'
for Council Meetings, "Sense reimbursement will depend on funds
as determined by the Treasurer and
Finance Committee." The finance committee is
authorized to consider
for
Planetarwn editor and the
of the

chure
members with skin in translation ' ....... 1,.,.................
are asked to
the committee.
C' h '.... Irli

12. The Planetarium

T

13.

cation and Personnel
The Adler Planetarium.
further

nonfor retention of " eqll1ip~mE~nt
9.

The
ans in ~rll-1r""C;:C;:lnO' the issue of ast:roli01!V
document
Review of the
on the North American
With
With

,:)wuarlUIl

Parkside

14.

10. The Job Information Service Committee is under the
direction of Chair Don Hall. Members ~1£1111'(y
ing
for some
now. Don
1, 1989 to
1990, 37 announcements had been sent out against
24 sent out in the same
last year." Members
are reminded to use this service when necessary.
11. The Language Committee (Chair Lars Broman) has
successfully translated the IPS
brochure into
and
the
notation that aU IPS material is 'nfU"1'n!llllu nrini-.cvi
English only). These brochures will

15.

members interested in becoming involved with this
project should contact Tom.
16. The Packets for New Planetariums Task Force is a
sub-division of the Membership Commi ttee: The
group has prepared a "packet" of materials for distribution to new planetarium personnel. The packet
includes book and magazine titles, addresses of
vendors, local affiliate reps, etc. In addition it was
suggested that IPS contact the manufacturers of
planetariums and have the packet information
included as part of the "installation" service. Donna
Pierce coordinated this project over the last year.

17. The Universe In the Classroom is a newsletter produced by the Astronomical Society of the Pacific
with support from other organizations. It was
approved by Council that IPS continue as a major
"masthead" sponsor of this worthwhile publication.
18. Notice is hereby given that the IPS Executive Council will hold its next session in Atlanta, Georgia on
Saturday June IS, 1991. This meeting will be in conjunction with the 1991 Convention of the Southeastern Planetarium Association. All members of Council, committee chairs, and project coordinators are
asked to submit items for the agenda to the secretary (Katherine Becker) by April 15, 1991. A tentative agenda will be developed and mailed to Council prior to the meeting. Your early input would be
greatly appreciated. All committees and projects
should be prepared to present a written report and
budget whether by mail or in person at the meeting.
If you are an official voting member of Council and
can not attend, please notify the secretary in writing
of your proxy.
In closing, I wish to thank all of the people who
have contributed to the growth of our profession
through their work in IPS, especially those mentioned
above. And to all those who are considering participation, I urge you again to join in! I look forward to gaina
ing from your involvement!

Astronomy Day
April 20, 1991
Contact Gary Tomlinson, c/o Chaffee Planetarium, 54 Jefferson S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan
49503 for a 120-page handbook of suggestions. $7
ppd within the United States; other countries add
$1 for surface mail or $3 for airmail; payment
must be in U.S. dollars.

and tecnnolO.2V
always be gualranlteed.
nents fail, IDalnagelrs
and
in
ends.
The only
our Sp(xjE~S
ted has been to
edge, and to take
Perspective. And Int~ornlatl,on.
these, in good times as wen as
we'll
jobs. After aU, it's not
that our speoes cnoose
space. But the human race ought to be re<lIUl1red
enlightened decisions concerning it.
planetarians, can do our part.
James G. Manning, PI ~ntll.'~11"1111'1i"111'\ LhJrector
Museum of
tlIVl'''IIBnlFtlI
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Steven Mitch
Benedum Natural Science Theater
Oglebay Resort &: Conference _ .............. . .
Wheeling, West Virginia 26003
(304) 243-4034
fax (304) 243-4070
CompuServe - 72467,2051
Many thanks to all of you who contributed to this
edition of Regional Roundup. I am always looking for
material from any of the IPS affiliates pertaining to
interesting news from your planetarium that you would
like to share with your colleagues. The material can be
from anyone that works in the planetarium profession,
and you need not be concerned whether your submission is too long or too short. I'll take anything that you
want others to know about. Please send your material
to me at the above address, by fax or via CompuServe.
The FINAL deadline for Regional Roundup submissions for the next issue of The Planetarian is Wednesday,
January 15, 1991. Please mark your calendars accordingly.
ASSOCIATION OF MEXICAN PLANETARIUMS
No report. Ignacio Castro Pinal, representative.
BRITISH ASSOCIAnON OF PLANETARIUMS
No report. Martin Ratcliffe, representative.
EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF PLANETARIUMS
No report. Dennis Simopoulos, representative.
GREAT LAKES PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
(GLPA)
The Great Lakes Planetarium Association recently
celebrated its 25th anniversary during it's annual conference at SpaceQuest Planetarium in Indianapolis,
Indiana. The hostess for the conference was Sharon
Parker. Conference highlights include: several featured
speakers such as Ben Bova, former Editor of Omni and
Analog magazines and science and science fiction
author. Mr. Bova's talk was entitled 'Welcome to Moonbase," based on his book of the same name; James
Randi, professional magician, author, amateur astronomer and internationally acclaimed debunker of pseudosciences. Mr. Randi's talk was entitled "Handling the
Subjects of Pseudoscience and Crackpot Science"; Dr.
Jeanne Bishop, Director of the Westlake Schools Planetarium and Past-President of the International Planetar-

ium Society. Dr. Bishop
entitled "The Sky's Our
Professor of Astronomy at the
Kaler's talk was entitled "1990
Other highlights induded several planetaril:lm oTf'serltations, numerous
the annual S\I\rapshcJP,
Technology Showcase
visits to local
laria and observatories and the Conner Prairie Museum.
GLPA's first
was held in Grand . .
Michigan on
and
1965. The meetu1lg
was attended
the
banquet address was
authority on the moon. Von
elected as GLPA's first president.
Dan Goins resigned as President of GLP A as
. ber 14th. President-Elect, Dale Smith
the
of President. Dale will soon
a new,
President-Elect.
Daniel
is the new
Adler
in
M~.V
June of 1991.
of
was ?,~,Cl>nfllu
Steve
promoted to
Omnimax Exhibition and
tribution, an outcome of the museum's role of executive
producer of
an
film to be relea~ro
in October, 1991. Linda
was named
Manager.
The Lakeview Museum Planetarium in
nois recently held a Grand Ke<)p€nmlg
unveiling their
installed laser
The Kalamazoo
Kalamazoo, M}(:h1j~an 'll"O£'ont-hr
tion video system
player and a Sony
The University
Arbor, Michigan reclentllv ........................ .....
Spitz A-4 planetarium instru.mE~nt,
Spitz A-2C instrument. A major yo.o'lJlriY"1inntarium was also done during the transition.
Construction is underway on the new planetartlum
the Dayton Museum of Natural
ing took place early this summer
tech dome will be installed
December. The star
"""'UAIU..:>.

" - A IU' ....

jector will be Ohio's first Digistar.
Gary Tomlinson of the Chaffee Planetarium in Grand
Rapids, Michigan, reminds everyone that Astronomy
Day 1991 is Saturday April 20th. Anyone
a 120
page handbook of suggestions for hosting a
event,
please send $7.00 (includes postage and handling) to
Gary Tomlinson; Astronomy Day Coordinator; Chaffee
S.E., Grand
Michigan
Planetarium; 54
49503 or call (616) 456-3987.
Art Lusty, a long time GLPA
away
on July 8th in Orangeburg, South Carolina.
The 1991 GLPA Conference will be held at the Ward
Beecher
Youngstown State University,
..... .."·c.",,,.... Ohio. Host for the conference will be War-

MIDDLE ATLANTIC PLANETARIUM

bJO~''-.IUI.'

The Benedum Natural Science Theater
West Virginia
uled two

GREAT PLAINS PLANETARIUM ASSOCIAnON
Katherine Becker, a teacher at Buena Vista College,
Council Bluffs, Iowa
completed a summer
workshop, SPICA, at the Harvard-Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics in Cambridge, Massachusetts. While at
Harvard, the group examined, evaluated and presented
a number of astronomy activities suitable for students
of grades K-12. The participants also listened to a series
of lectures, including one by Dr. Margaret Geller, recent
recipient of the MacArthur Foundation award. The participants also had an opportunity to use the Harvard
Astronomical Observatory. They viewed and photographed Comet
the moon and Saturn. Following
the workshop, the participants were to conduct teacher
workshops for their own districts, states and regions.
The participants will also serve as a clearinghouse for
astronomy education information for their area.

Planetarium in
malion, contact Derrick
448-1234.
NORDIC PLANET ARIUM ASSOCIATION
The' Nordic Planetarium Association l'Pl'l?ntliv
GOlte~ore Sweden on October
" ........u."'.
and the ~lo.ttssk.()i-I ....., ..........

PACIFIC PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION
No

ITALIAN PLANETARIA'S FRIENDS ASSOCIATION
(AADP)
The fifth meeting of the
Planetaria's
Association was recently held at the Hoepli Planetarium
in Milan, Italy. Numerous papers were presented
including an update on Turin Planetarium project as
well as reports on the International Planetarium Society
Conference in BorUinge, Sweden and the Cinema-360
Norway. A National Day of RecConference in
ognition for Planetaria was suggested
the meeting as a
of
interest.
product of
was
of the "H.
Wright to
international student contest
AADP and the
The
sponsored
centers
contest is for students born in 1973 or
on research on future manned
of Mars. The
contest
of $2500 each. Other
of
the conference
included "Production
of
Audiovisual Material for the Diffusion and the Teachof Astronomy,tI
discussions
an astronomer, TV producer, and journalist.

PLANETARIUM ASSOCIATION OF

.L ........... rlIl.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN PLANETARIUM" ........."'''-'' ......
No
SOUTHEAST
No
SOUTHWEST .n"'.....

U1 ................

The Annual Howard Estes
hosted
Donna Favour of
dent
District
at their home on
of course, Howard
annual dinner were: Don
.r6.lUl!!:O ..... ,"' ..

Pierce, Jim and Sammy Rusk, Eloise and Gene Koonce,
Linda and Frank Kirby, Dixie Brooks, John Cotton,
Carol Jordan, Ann Seely, Wilgus and Janet Burton, Brad
and JyNaye Weldon, Barbara Baber and York Claman.
Highlights included a video and slides of IPS'90 in Sweden and a scrapbook full of photos from the last 5 IPS
conferences. SWAP members in attendance at IPS were:
Steven Zavalney, Donna Pierce, Eloise and Gene
Koonce, Donna and Nancy Favour, Linda and Frank
Irby, Barbara Baber, Keith and Bea Johnson and the
York Claman family.
The Local Group (Dallas/Ft. Worth area planetaria)
held their October meeting at the Mesquite Schools
Planetarium. The Highland Park Planetarium will host
the January 10th meeting. The March meeting will be at
the Fort Worth Science and History Museum and the

May meeting will be at the Science Place 2 Planetarium.
The Bent Cage Award was presented to Keith
ing for losing his planetarium because the Chanute
High School Board of Education had the room demolished. The Bent Cage Award goes to the planetarian suffering the most distressing or major disaster
the
year.
The 1991 SWAP Conference will be held at the Don
Harrington Discovery Center in Amarillo,
and
will be hosted by director Steven Zavalney. It is
that the Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association
be able to join them in a joint meeting.
The San Antonio College Planetarium, the
Tombaugh Space Theater and the Richland ..........,u...
mic Theatre have all submitted proposals to
1992 SWAP Conference.
.Il'......

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The spirit of cooperation and the "I" of IPS were the focus of one of the workshop sessions at the
in
BorHi.nge, Sweden this past July. One of the results was the decision to provide a structure through which co()pe'rative endeavors could be initially established in an outreach to new members. If you wish to participate, please complete and return this form (or a photocopy of it).
Name
Institution
Address

1. I am interested in establishing a "twinning" arrangement with another planetarium. Among things I could do
would be to send slides, educational and public show and exhibit materials, establish a dialog to answer qUlestiions,
and perhaps pay the IPS dues for annual membership for someone in a country where the currency is not easily
transferable or obtainable.
2. I am most interested in twinning with planetarium personnel in:
_ _ Eastern Europe, especially _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ Latin America, especially _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ Africa, especially _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
_ _ Asia, especially _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Other: _______________________________________________________________________________
_ _ 3. I have plans to travel to_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and
would like to take a kit of IPS-prepared materials and provide time to share ideas.
___ 4. I am interested in attending a meeting of the Soviet planetarians in 1991 held during the 30th anniversary
celebration of the first human in space on April 12, 1961. (Tentative plans include a visit to planetariums in four cities and a tour of their space launch center. Once in the Soviet Union, some or most of the visit might be a gift so that
the major cost would be your roundtrip airfare.)
The Adler Planetarium
Attn: Phyllis Pi tluga
1300 South Lake Shore Dr.
Chicago, Illinois 60605, United States
50
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Uni'We needed a variety of line
star faces for a
nothing fancy, so we decided to see
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Specifically, I used
SuperPaint
and a LaserWriter lINT.
a Macintosh
... If
readers have software that can manipulate
PIeT graphics, I'll be
to give them a copy of the
original file. Just send me a Mac disk."
Thank you Dave! Now let's hear from the rest of you.
Send good copies of black and white copyright-free artwork to me for inclusion in future issues.
0
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and submissions to:

Jane's
Corner

Jane Hastings
Thomas Jefferson Planetarium
4100 West Grace Street
Richmond, VA 23230
I went to BorHinge in Sweden, my first IPS conference in 8 years. (I missed Mexico in '84, Tucson in '86,
and I don't count Richmond '88 because it was here and
I never got to things because-well-you'll understand
if you have ever had an IPS conference in your town!)
In Sweden we found out that Swedes don't sleep,
Swedes don't eat desserts, and a Swedish mile is different than a regular mile. In response to the first observation, Lars Broman, conference chairman, said ''I'm not
tired. I've gotten my eight hours sleep; of course, it's
taken me 4 days to do it."
You'll be hearing a lot about Borlange in my next
several columns, but guess what? Planetarians are not
the last people on earth to celebrate solstices, as I
reported last issue. The Swedes do it too!
In many villages of Sweden we saw evidence of a
summer solstice ritual: the "midsummer pole". Townspeople wrap garlands of greenery around a 3D-foot pole
which has a crosspiece about 3 feet from the top. A
greenery wreath is hung from each side of the crosspiece. The 8-inch diameter pole is then hoisted into a 3foot deep hole with great ceremony by the men of the
village. Then there's much singing and dancing around
the pole, aU night long. (At least that's what we IPS'ers
did, when the Borlange conference staff found a bunch
of townspeople to demonstrate the ceremony for us, in
which we participated and then danced 'til dark.)
Dark: 11:30 p.m. Weird place '0. never does get real
dark, and then the sun comes up at 2:00 a.m. No wonder Swedes never sleep!
Like many IPS'ers, my husband George and I did
some post-conference touring. We saw midsummer
poles everywhere in Sweden, even in Mariehamn, capital of the Aland Islands, midway between Finland and
Sweden in the Baltic Sea. The midsummer pole stays up
all year. We imagined that all through the wintery times
in these northern latitudes, the townspeople look up at
the shriveling greenery and are reminded that summer
will come again.

. Our planetarium
have many memories of him:
Planetarium"
ing. His "Poetry in
read. His anecdotes and
the
of Planetarianism are legendary. Here's one he
At Griffith Observatory, in the
" a plalne1tarium lecturer preceded each Dr()QTlilm
he would say, "And the
which point he would sit
and music would play.
whoopee cushion in his
each night, microphone in
night ... "
Don on research techniques: "The
scientific accuracy is to vote on it."
Wherever you are,
'em
We
you.

Overheard at IPS in tiorl.a.ngle:
-as reported by pla:netanam T,ort.lorn
Orsta, Norway:
Ship captain, on cruise to the Mlloru:gnt
everyone, here's what we've been waUUllQ:
is: The midnight sun!"
Lady passenger: 'No, it's not."
Captain: "Yes, it is. See
it
the horizon, here at midnight?"
one aU
Lady: "No. I've been
waiting for the 'midnight' sun."
-Mariana Back, 1-"1I'r\0'1I"~Tn Chaifltnaln, IPS'90
Borlange, as she pirmed
the canvas planetarium
ing you busy!"
Planetarian
which planetarium has the most visitors: tieJl1in:g,
The planetarium there has a staff of 800,
minion people
added
members probably
$4.00/month!)

-by Planetarian
France:
A customer went into the Planetarium and did not
pay.
The cashier followed him into the chamber: n
must pay for looking at the stars!"
at the
Man: " I'm not looking at the stars. I'm
spaces between the stars!"

